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Govi Buddhists aunt living in Melbourne seeks a
partner for her niece. She is fair 5'4" tall 26 years old
well mannered girl and employed at an international
school as a kindergarten teacher. She has substantial movable and immovable assets. Previously she
was engaged but marriage did not consummate.
Please include the horoscope with your reply.
cha957@gmail.com
NSMP 225
I am 41 years old, working for a leading mobile
company in Sri Lanka. Husband a major in the the
army died in action. son is 13 years.
Looking for a kind hearted soul-mate. will be in
Melbourne till end of January. pls mailto: wewegamabeenie@gmail.com
Contact No: 0435807167 (mobile Aussi), 00194 777
330 405 (roaming).
NSMP 221
B/K parents seek a suitable partner for their daughter, age 38 slim and pretty. Looks very much
younger. Educated in Visaka Vidyalaya. Graduated
at University of Colombo in BSc(Special). Obtained
PhD in Physics from the University of South Florida
in USA. Presently working as a lecturer in a university in USA. She is a charm, down to earth girl who
values Sinhala Buddhist culture very much. Dowry
available. Marriage got late due to incompatibilities
of horoscope.
Looking for an educated (Not necessary to have a
PhD) partner with a good character. Please reply
with horoscope and family details. wmproposal75@yahoo.com
NSMP 222
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B/K professional parents seek pretty, well mannered, daughter for IT Engineer son working as an
engineer in Australia, 32, 5'9", fair, handsome, well
established, non-smoker. Please respond to
suba.proposal@gmail.com
NSMP 223

B/K professional parents seek pretty, well mannered, daughter for IT Engineer son working as an
engineer in Australia, 32, 5'9", fair, handsome, well
established, non-smoker. Please respond to
suba.proposal@gmail.com
NSMP 224
Bodhu/Govi very respectable Sinhala parents seek
a loving care daughter from Australia for their
good looking smart 38 years old son. Divorcees
without kids will also be considered. email :
rcar2011marriage@gmail.com
NSMP 218

Sinhala buddhist professional parents in Australia
wish to introduce their 22year old medical student
daughter to a suitable partner from Australia.
Medical student or MBBS doctor preferred. Email
full details with horoscope to: jaya2432@gmail.com

Retired Sinhala man divorced. Live
alone. Own home. Loves pets.
Prefer vegetarian meals. 80 years old.
Healthy. Religion immaterial. Looking
for lady independent to meet associate and decide. Telephone 9078
6625
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